
Topic 11

Promotion in 
international
marketing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This Topic focuses on promotion in international marketing rather than on international promotion. It is primarily concerned with the management of promotion both in and across a number of nations. Promotion in international marketing plays the same role as it does in domestic marketing – that is, communication with audiences to achieve desired outcomes. Any consideration of communications strategy in the international marketplace must take into account that there are four elements in the promotional mix, or 4 strategic options. 



Learning objectives

• Identify the stages that apply to the international communications 
process

• Evaluate the factors that cause international communication to 
differ from domestic

• Assess the extent to which modifications are necessary when 
using print media in foreign markets

• Recognise the advantages and disadvantages of visual and aural 
media for promotion in the international marketplace

• Prepare a plan for effective participation in international trade 
displays

• Maximise the benefits of joining a trade mission
• Explain the advantages of taking into account country of origin 

when promoting internationally

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After completing this Topic,  you should be able to:



Promotion = communication with the market

Promotional mix
• Advertising: non personal
• Personal selling: direct communication 
• Public relations: favourable message
• Sales promotion: stimulate short-term result

Relative importance of each element varies from foreign 
market to market according to differences in international 
environments

Introduction: Promotion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Promotion plays a similar role in international markets as it does in domestic markets, but the international market has unique contexts which call for modifications.The four strategic options within the promotion mix are:The first is advertising – a non-personal presentation through any medium that is paid for by a sponsor. The second is public relations – a non-personal form of communication based on conveying messages to many ‘publics’ (stakeholders) or exchange partners designed to create a favourable image for the organisation. The third is personal selling, which involves direct communication between buyer and seller and includes direct marketing. The final element is sales promotion, which involves techniques to stimulate a short-term response. The relative importance of these techniques will vary from market to market, depending on government regulation, media availability, marketing acceptability and promotions infrastructure. As a consequence, the relative importance of elements within the promotion mix will vary when the Asia–Pacific firm promotes internationally, as will the need to modify each element of the promotion mix prior to its implementation. 



Communication theory: Overview

The communication process consists of three key 
elements and is influenced by four processes:

Elements
• Sender
• Medium
• Receiver
• Interference 

Processes
• Encoding
• Interference
• Environment factors 
• Feedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, let’s update our memory of the communication process.Sender Can be a person, a company or a brand.Before the sender sends the communications message it is encoded so that is suitable for the medium to be used.Medium Medium should be appropriate not only for the international environment but also for the product or service being communicated.To what extent the medium is available overseas will vary on a nation-by-nation basis.Receiver How the message is received will depend on factors such as whether the: content is interestingmessage is clearlanguage translation is appropriatewords, actions, pictures or sounds are appropriate.Interference Interference distorts the message and disrupts communication between sender and receiver.Competitive activity is a major source of noise.Interference is often caused by poor-quality reproduction or transmission of print, audio or visual material.Environmental factors Includes social norms, local tastes and preferences as well as religious and moral standards that prevail in a given country.Feedback Enables an assessment of whether the communications objectives are being achieved.The timing of the feedback (immediate or delayed) is dependent on the type of communications strategy employed.



The communication process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This Figure shows the communication components of sender, medium, receiver, interference, environmental factors and feedback.



Communication theory: Processes (cont.)

Environmental factors impact on promotions
• Degree to which local tastes and preferences are catered for
• Sensitivity to social norms
• Conformity to religious mores
• Conformity to standards of behaviour

Feedback
• Enables assessment of the communications’ objectives
• Depending on the form of promotion employed, the feedback 

can be immediate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The environment of the host market will influence the strategic options we can choose, and how we use them.Perhaps the most critical element of the communication model to enhance our potential success is the feedback loop. This lets us know whether the message has been received, whether it has been decoded accurately, and whether it has had the desired effect. It enables us to refine our communications to increase effectiveness.



Paradigm shift in marketing communication

Asynchronous
Advertising

Database
Marketing

Synchronous
or Interactive

Marketing

Mass 
Marketing

Mass 
Customisation

A Target 
Market of One

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over time, there has been a shift in the way marketing communications are planned and implemented.Traditionally we used mass marketing (one to many) where an organisation created the messages, broadcast them, and was fortunate to gain any feedback apart from sales response.With the upgrades in available technology, we began to see mass customisation, where an organisation uses their customer database to develop segments to which they could communicate about common needs and wants. This usually included some personalisation of the communication, even if only in the address label.The future, which may already be here, is in one-to-one marketing. This is where with further upgrades in technology and the focus on customer relationship management, an organisation can completely customise their product and communication to an individual. That individual can respond immediately due to the interactive nature of the communication (e.g. social media)



• Language differences – within and across world 
markets 

• Marketing acceptability – varies with politics, 
history and economic development

• Media availability – useability

• Intermediary availability – advertising agencies, 
research institutions etc. 

Constraints in international marketing 
communication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The more important constraints are:Language differences:a diversity of languages may result in the need to adapt the copy into a foreign languagesimple translation is insufficient. Back translation and using language that motivates the receiver is essential – what Terpstra and Sarathy (2000) term ‘language of the heart’Marketing acceptability:varies from country to countryoften depends on a nation’s history, level of economic development or politicsMedia availability:the availability of media varies on a per nation basisgovernment control over the media will vary on a per nation basisthe level of sophistication of media infrastructure will vary on a per nation basisIntermediary availability:availability of media buying groups, market researchers or advertising agencies varies on a per nation basis and adds to the constraint of promoting a product internationally



Constraints in international marketing 
communication (cont.)

• Activities of competitors – international and local 
firms

• Product acceptability – direct promotion of certain 
products is prohibited in some countries

• Government controls – regulation of promotional 
activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Activities of competitors:competitor activities may require the increase or decrease of a firm’s promotional effort in a given international marketProduct acceptability:in some countries direct promotion of a product is forbidden. For example:Saudi Arabia – alcoholAustralia – cigarettesGovernment controls:government regulations can influence the media, the message, the budget, media ownership and operations of promotional intermediariescensorship laws influence what can and cannot be advertised and the way a product can be depicted in promotions in a particular country.



Factors in international communication: 
Overview

• Culture

• Communication 
principles
• conversational
• presentation 
• written word

• Language

• Education

• Economic 
development

• Media infrastructure

• Government 
regulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All forms of international communication will be influenced by a variety of contextual factors, such as culture, language, education, economic development, media infrastructure or government regulation.Let’s look at these in a little more detail.



Culture
• High context cultures vs. low context cultures

• Importance of social context
• High context culture - communication approaches should 

imply rather than directly state the obvious
• Low context culture - the reverse applies

• Conversational principles
• Identity of the people, the firm, body language

• Presentation principles
• More formal cultures, length of message

• Written-word principles
• Vary structure of message according to context of culture

Factors in international communication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Culture Affects what people like and dislike.Symbols, colours, numbers, celebrity endorsements, shapes and brand names need to be used carefully in overseas promotional campaigns to conform to certain cultural beliefs and norms. Dulek et al. (1991) categorise the application of context to international communications the following three ways:Conversational principles High-context cultures require more details.Clarity in the message is required with no assumption that the message is understood as anticipated.Include words or phrases to identify with the overseas recipient.Attention to body language required. Presentation principles Respect cultures that are more formal than Australia.Respect and appeal to the different ways foreign audiences react to promotional messages.Patience with cultures where messages are drawn out or subject to interruption. Written word principles Vary the structure of the message according to the context of the culture.De Mooij (2009) studied the application of Hofstede’s (2001) dimensions of culture to advertising messages. 



Factors in international communication (cont.)

Language
• Translation
• Precision with which meaning is conveyed
• Context and interpretation of the message
• There are also aspects of language and mass media that 

require comment:
• Use of foreign words
• Impact on advertising layout
• Translation problems

Education
• Use of different media and literacy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Language Simple translation from one language to another is no guarantee that the same message is being communicated.Languages vary in the degree to which they convey meaning precisely. Nuances within a language convey as much meaning as written or spoken words.Context influences the interpretation put on the message.Other elements:Using foreign words may bring a country of origin image e.g. French words associated with perfume, high fashion or great foodLanguages require differing amounts of space or time to convey the same message – this affects layout and costSome terms cannot be accurately translated because no such term exists in the new language. How the firm manages this is critical. Education In nations with poor education standards the use of visual messages are preferred to written words.



Economic development
• Consumers able to afford the product
• Acceptable level of sophistication of product
• Media availability - which can people afford to patronise?

Media infrastructure
• Availability, reach, cost and effectiveness
• Media availability limited in relation to demand
• Local content requirements
• Alters optimal promotional mix

Factors in international communication (cont.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Economic development The level of economic development of a nation impacts on which media the people can afford to patronise as well as which media is available. As income rises, so does the incentive to engage in advertising and promotion. Media infrastructure Countries differ as to the availability, reach, cost and effectiveness of media and this alters the optimal promotional mix on a country-by-country basis.In some countries, certain media are not available or not available in the same form as in the domestic country.The geographic coverage that an international firm wishes to achieve with its promotional campaign in an overseas nation will determine which media is selected.



Government regulation
• Most countries regulate the use of the media
• Relate to product, the content of what is said, 

how it is said, etc.
• Bans on advertising
• Moral and religious values
• Promotion to children

Factors in international communication (cont.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In most countries governments regulate the media.The extent of the regulations determines the content of the promotional campaign and media chosen.Regulations can also influence which products are allowed to be promoted, via what channels, at what times etc.Regulations determine the length (or size) of the advertisement.The values of the society lead to laws to protect moral codes and promotion to vulnerable groups such as children



Content of international communication

Many of the blunders in international advertising and promotion 
are due to words being translated literally rather than 
meaning being translated.

Or
Images and concepts having very different meaning across 

cultures.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Problems with translation of words can occur, particularly when written language is symbol based.Some languages do not convert shades of meaning.It may be necessary to use visuals to convey the meaning.What was the fuss about the KFC commercial sponsoring Australian cricket at the beginning of 2010? http://youtu.be/96Btq4pBouo Why did the Chinese Government ban this Nike Lebron James ad ?http://youtu.be/tkMGSxapqRk



Six steps of promotional communication 
management

1. Isolate the communication problem to be 
solved

2. Identify the target population

3. Define the communication objective

4. Establish the creative strategy

5. Design the media plan

6. Implement and monitor the promotional 
campaign

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are six steps associated with managing promotional communication in an international context. Isolate the communication problem to be solved. This may be a matter of increasing awareness, improving brand image, increasing sales, differentiating the product or service from that of the competition or increasing market share.Identify the target population. Are there specific segments and what are their characteristics in terms of demographics, lifestyle and consumption habits?Define the communications objective. Is the objective to convince buyers to like the product, to stimulate repeat purchase or to motivate people to act? Alternatively, the objective might be one of general education.Establish the creative strategy. This may involve selecting particular themes for the promotion or stressing a unique selling proposition.Design a media plan. This will specify which media to use, when to use it and how to optimise the media mix so as to reach the target audience best. Critical to this will be whether the media is available in the new international market and its degree of effectiveness.Implement and monitor the promotional campaign. This can involve pre- and post-promotion tests to determine the promotion’s effectiveness as well as research into different aspects of the campaign.



The main steps in the management of promotional 
communication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This figure illustrates the communication management processNote the importance of market segmentation and positioning for these steps. Without clear segmentation and positioning decisions, there’s no foundation on which to base these decisions.



Buyer’s decision process

Five stages:
1. Need recognition
2. Information search
3. Evaluation and comparison
4. Vendor and product purchase decision
5. Post-purchase evaluation

Message objectives vary according to stage 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The decision process of buyers will also influence the content of the communication in international markets. There are five stages in the decision process:Need recognition. This involves the recipient being made aware that they have a need for the product or service. The communication should reinforce or draw attention to the basic need that the product/service fulfils.Information search. This will vary with the nature of the product. With impulse purchases the search is instantaneous; with frequent purchases the search is casual; and with high-involvement purchases the information search is extensive. The message should provide information commensurate with the expected search needs for each of the above categories in the international market.Evaluation and comparison. As part of this process, potential purchasers may seek information from independent assessors of quality and value, such as Choice magazine in Australia or online reviews. They may also try a number of products before making a final decision or they may base their decision on that of a referent, for example a well-known local figure who endorses the product. At this stage the communications objective is to assess the importance in the international market of the comparison process and facilitate it in such a way that the Asia–Pacific firm’s product is not disadvantaged.endor and product purchase decision. This aspect of the decision process involves deciding the type of outlet to buy from, such as supermarket versus pharmacy; incentives to purchase such as coupons, bundling, free gifts or discounts; unique packaging or point-of-sale material; product support such as warranties or extended periods of free maintenance; and the extent of information provided with the purchase as to its ingredients or contents.Post-purchase evaluation. This element of the decision-making process involves convincing the customer after the purchase has been made that they have made the right decision, thus reducing possible cognitive dissonance. This will increase the likelihood that the customer becomes an unpaid advocate for the product with friends and acquaintances, and may encourage repeat purchasing by the customer. As the above five stages of the decision-making process vary between international markets, it is necessary to ascertain how each operates in the chosen market and formulate a message strategy.



Figure 12.12

Communications effectiveness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When should we use each of our strategic promotion options? One way to decide is based on the stage of the AIDA model in which most of our customers are situated. As can be seen in this figure, Advertising is the most effective in gaining attention but if our customers are already at the desire stage, then Personal selling or Sales Promotions are a better choice.



Communication & PLC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another way to decide on our strategic options is based on the stage of our product in the Product Life Cycle in the market.During the introduction stage, the primary goal is to establish a market and build primary demand for the product class. Promotion - Promotion is aimed at building brand awareness. Samples or trial incentives may be directed toward early adopters. The introductory promotion also is intended to convince potential resellers to carry the product. During the growth stage, the goal is to gain consumer preference and increase sales. Promotion - Increased advertising to build brand preference. During the maturity stage, the primary goal is to maintain market share and extend the product life cycle. Promotion - Emphasis on differentiation and building of brand loyalty. Incentives to get competitors' customers to switch. During the decline phase, the firm generally has three options:·         Maintain the product in hopes that competitors will exit. Reduce costs and find new uses for the product.·         Harvest it, reducing marketing support and coasting along until no more profit can be made.·         Discontinue the product when no more profit can be made or there is a successor product.Promotion - Expenditures are lower and aimed at reinforcing the brand image for continued products. 



Message strategy formulation: Influences

• Linguistic and cultural nuances

• Different product groups – different sensitivities

• Different users – differences in buyer consumption patterns

• Available media alternatives – varies between markets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The content of the communication in international markets is likely to differ depending on whether national or international appeals are to be used. If national appeals are employed, then the message will need to differ from that used in the home market for a number of reasons:Linguistic and cultural nuances. These give rise to various subtleties which affect how the message will be received and need to be taken into account to improve the effectiveness of the communication. An associated issue is that of language overlap. The message, while directed to one country market, may also be received in an adjacent market, as happens with radio and TV in Europe. To maximise this benefit the message should also be crafted to appeal to customers in this adjacent market.Different products. Some product groups are more sensitive to cultural differences between markets than others and the extent of such sensitivity for the same product will vary between foreign markets. This degree of cultural sensitivity will need to be taken into account in deciding on the extent to which the advertising message should be localised.Different users. Some products will have different uses in different markets. For example, outboard marine engines, which are mostly used for pleasure craft in Australia, in Indonesia are mainly used for commercial craft (including smuggling boats). Differences in the buyer’s consumption patterns need to be taken into account because similar appeals are less feasible where the product does not meet the same needs or is not used in the same way.Different media alternatives. Not only does availability vary from market to market, but also the relative importance of different media varies within each market. The suitability of different media for communicating different messages varies and message strategy may need to be adapted.



Message strategy formulation: Influences (cont.)

• Sophistication level of communication – must meet the needs 
of consumers

• Business priorities – USA short-term; Japan long-term

• Status of marketing – developed countries vs. developing 
countries

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communication sophistication. The expectations both of media and the messages they convey vary from country to country, especially between developed and developing countries. This must be taken into account when formulating messages. As local needs vary, the above should be evaluated in the light of these needs, otherwise the message may be irrelevant.Business priorities. Whereas in some countries, such as Australia or New Zealand, business priorities are driven by the short-term goal of maximising returns to shareholders, in other countries, such as Japan, business priorities focus on achieving long-term growth in market share. Where the former priorities dominate, the communication strategy is likely to concentrate on stimulating instant purchase, whereas in countries where the latter predominate the communication strategy is more likely to concentrate on image creation.Status of marketing. This varies throughout the world. In countries such as the USA, where marketing is highly acceptable, the volume of promotional expenditure is likely to be high and sizeable promotion is expected to accompany market entry. In countries such as the former centrally planned economies, promotional expectations remain low despite moves towards a market economy.



International promotion strategies: 
Pull versus push

Pull strategy
• Communication strategies targeted directly towards 

overseas consumers or end-users

Push strategy
• Communication strategies targeted at the different 

members of the distribution channel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The marketing communication mix is heavily affected by whether the company chooses a push or pull strategy. A push strategy involves ‘pushing’ the product through marketing (distribution) channels to final consumers. The manufacturer directs its marketing activities (primarily personal selling and trade promotion) at channel members to induce them to order and carry the product and to promote it to final consumers. Using a pull strategy, the manufacturer directs its marketing activities (primarily advertising, consumer promotion and direct marketing) towards final consumers to induce them to buy the product. If the strategy is effective, consumers will then demand the product from channel members, who will then demand it from producers. They may also approach the marketer directly. Thus, under a pull strategy, consumer demand 'pulls' the product through the channels.Some small industrial goods marketers use only push strategies; some direct and online marketing companies use only pull. Most large companies use a combination of both. For example Colgate-Palmolive uses mass media advertising to pull its products, and a large salesforce and trade promotions to push its products through the channels. In recent years, consumer goods companies have been decreasing the pull portions of their IMC mixes in favour of more push. Moreover, the terms 'push' and 'pull' have meaning in online marketing. Web server technology permits banner advertisements to be 'pushed' to users who are searching on key words at a portal site such as LookSmart-com, for example. While the user searches for a city or town, banner ads for Travel-com or a City.org appear. A marketing organisation that uses META tags to help consumers searching for a product to find their website quickly is employing an online pull strategy.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The two strategies are contrasted in this Figure. 



Pull strategies: Advertising

Advertising:

• Paid communication with an audience

• Message is controllable by an advertiser

• Powerful, effective, expensive, non-personal

• Newspapers, magazines, trade publications, telephone 
directories, TV, radio, cinema, and outdoor and transit 
advertising

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pull strategies are targeted directly at the overseas customers or end users. Pull promotional strategies involve advertising, public relations and publicity.In general, advertising is the most high profile of the various communications activities. Although it is the most powerful aid to positioning a product or service in a market, it is also the most expensive. It differs from other forms of promotion in that it is paid for, it involves non-personal presentation and it uses media.



Variance between Countries

• Usage

• Form 

• Content

• Presentation

• Purchase

• Reach

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- availability of information on basis of which to make advertising decisions varies between countries- advertising varies from country to country in terms of:Usage. Variations relate to the extent of advertising, the expectations of local buyers as to what advertising will achieve and the degree to which advertising is politically acceptable.Form. The relative weight given to press, radio, TV and other media will vary from country to country as will the availability of different media for promotional purposes.Content. What can be said or included, and what cannot be included, is a matter of both taste and government ruling (see earlier). As already mentioned, it is often not appropriate to replicate advertising approaches in other countries because of cultural differences and sensitivities.Presentation. This should conform to local expectations and, if there is doubt, ‘play it straight’. Humour in advertising or advertisements that are situation-specific rarely cross national boundaries effectively. In the presentation of the message, either go for a neutral context or one that most readers/listeners/viewers can identify with regardless of their background.Reach. The cost of reaching the target audience will vary markedly from country to country. According to Cateora et al. (2009), research into 11 EU countries showed that the cost of reaching 1000 readers varied from US$1.58 in Belgium to US$5.91 in Italy. 



Variance within Countries

Region

• Urban

• Rural

Age

• Children

• Teens

• Seniors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advertising decisions may also vary depending on where within a nation we plan to promote.We need to investigate differences and 2 key criteria are: Region – are the same media channels available in cities and the countryside? Do media consumption patterns differ?Age – media consumption patterns vary considerably by age group and other demographic criteria.Also, marketing and advertising to an older is age group can be problematic, not least because these consumers can be sensitive about the way they are portrayed in advertising, especially of the type which lumps all `older people' together without taking account of the considerable differences between them. The fact that creative staff in advertising and marketing agencies are often aged in their 20s may also make it difficult for them to empathise with these consumers. The importance of this age group, and the unique problems in targeting it, have led to the formation of a number of agencies specialising in the mature market.�In terms of spending power, households headed by those aged between 50 and 64 have a higher weekly average spend per person than those headed by any other age group. They also spend more than others on motoring, leisure services such as holidays, and personal goods and services such as toiletries, cosmetics and beauty treatments.�



Variance between Countries

• Soft sell vs hard sell

• Emotional vs informative

• Use of Western images and symbols

• Comparison with competitors

• Use of celebrities

• Mood and nuance vs aggressive approaches in 
advertisements

• Asking for the order

• Wealth boasting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advertising strategies need to be changed from country to country based on culture, preferences and effectiveness. Some elements to assess include:soft sell vs hard sell – what point on this scale works best?emotional vs informative – what balance of appeals will work best? The USA prefer informative, while Aussies react better to emotionaluse of Western images and symbols – can be an indicator of luxury in emerging marketscomparison with competitors – common in USA, seen as rude in Japanuse of celebrities – how much influence do they have on audience product choices? More in emerging markets than developed nations.mood and nuance vs aggressive approaches in advertisements.asking for the orderwealth boasting – is it appropriate to show off your wealth? Not so much in Australia, but common in the USA



Variance between Countries

Guidelines
• show product clearly
• avoid abstract copy themes
• keep copy simple
• recipient's attention span
• degree of exposure to product category
• local attitudes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to reduce the effects of the differences between nations and cultures, an advertising message can:show product clearly – reduces the impact of literacy or other language issuesavoid abstract copy themes – don’t be ambiguouskeep copy simple – the message should be easy to decoderecognise the limitations on recipient's attention spantake account of previous degree of exposure of recipient to product category – are the audience familiar with this type of product?be sensitive to local attitudes – this includes attitudes to advertising, to foreign companies etc.



Pull strategies: Advertising and media selection

Media selection will need to be based on a number of 
criteria which will vary across markets
• Important to be specific as to the target audience
• Nature of the product or service being promoted
• Type of message to be conveyed
• The objective of the campaign

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of the media available in the new international market, a selection will need to be made based on a number of criteria, each of which will vary in terms of its relevance to the market. In the first place, it is important to be specific as to the target of the campaign. It may be that the target audience should be the total population or it may be special interest groups only. A second factor affecting media selection is the nature of the product or service to be promoted. Different media will be more suitable for promoting some products rather than others: if the product needs to be demonstrated, TV or online would be preferable to press or radio; if the product is at an early stage in its life cycle, then a medium which appeals to innovators and early adopters may be most appropriate, such as websites. A third factor is the type of message to be conveyed: if it is a complex message, then print may be preferred to radio (because of the limitation of the voice medium) or TV (because of cost due to the need for lengthy explanation and demonstration). A fourth factor affecting international media selection is the objective of the campaign: if the campaign is to inform rather than to persuade, then technical journals or specialist publications may be preferable to newspapers or mass-circulation magazines.



Media Selection Overseas

• Media importance varies.

• Media consumption habits vary across countries.

• Media buying is different.

• Cultural mores vary.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Media importance varies – based on availability but also on relative influence on audience attitudes and actionsMedia consumption habits vary across and within countries – Australian young people are likely to spend significant time online, while in Japan most people will read newspapers.Media buying is different – the process of purchase space or airtime will be very different. Is it necessary to buy via an ad agency or can you go direct to the media channel?Cultural mores vary – what is appropriate to promote in a particular medium.



Print media

• Newspapers, 
magazines, other print 
media, posters, 
billboards, signage and 
transit media

Visual media

• Television and cinema

Audio media

• Radio is main form

• Relies on the sense of 
sound

Global media

• Global print media

• Global visual media

• Global audio media

• Internet

• Global media and 
national boundaries

Pull strategies: Advertising and media forms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Channels or media for advertising include those listed here.



Pull strategies: Publicity and public relations

• News releases

• Sponsorships

• Public relations activities

• Loyalty programs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The increasing importance of public relations is reinforced by the view that marketing today must do more than manage the 4Ps – marketers must also try and manage the environment, especially political power and public opinion. In the international scene, publicity and PR must be culturally sensitive and attuned to local customs and commercial practices, e.g. ‘the gong man’, the town crier, announcements in the market square or the chief’s courts Key points include:News releases In some countries being foreign is newsworthy.Secure news coverage by holding press conferences.Support good causes.Sponsorships The rise in sponsorship is directly related to sponsorships:being big businessassociated with major events,their growth as a promotional vehicle.Public relations activities The attraction is that the message comes across as news.Has more credibility than advertising.Increases knowledge of the product.Loyalty programs Rewards given to loyal customers.Need to check if scheme is regarded favourably.Need to check tax implications.



Social media

• Amplifies public relations 
• Celebrity brand endorsements
• Key forms include:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note the increasing use of social media by international marketers and its subsequent challenges.



Social media: B2B marketing

• Increasing use in B2B
• B2B marketers use social media for the following:

• Acquire new business
• Improve search engine ratings
• Gather marketplace insights



Push strategies: Sales promotion and trade shows

• Added importance because of the focus of 
international marketing

• Trade shows/fairs

• Business to business-decision makers, relationships, raises 
credibility, importance of research, attracting a specific 
audience, costs of participation

• Technical seminars

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Push strategies usually involve personal selling and sales promotion.One of the oldest forms of trade promotion.Particularly important for B2B marketing.Economic as there is a concentration of potential buyers, finding agents and doing market research on competitors. Effective participation in overseas trade shows requires:research in advancean active involvement in attracting an appropriate audiencecontingency plans to overcome infrastructure problemsan understanding of visitors’ motivations a realistic appraisal of results.



Trade Shows

A trade show is an event that provides a reasonably 
concentrated display of products and services in a 
related field with admittance often restricted to people 
associated with that field.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trade Shows are most important among push strategies in international marketingOf the 2000 trade fairs held worldwide each year60% in Europe10% North America20% South East Asia10% Latin America, Africa, Australasia·  Trade shows account for 18% of the marketing budget for the average U.S. companyIn new and emerging markets they are a direct catalyst for industrial and commercial development:Driving industrial development and technology transfer Boosting regional and national industry, by providing a shop window for goods Stimulating foreign investment in industry and infrastructure Exhibitions also have a major impact on local and national economies:Generating direct spending on local hotels, restaurants, transport etc. Creating employment – directly, in convention centres, hotels, restaurants etc, and indirectly, by assisting the development of small and medium enterprises Raising city/regional profileThey are particularly important for business-to-business marketing overseas because trade promotion is more important than advertising where industrial products are concerned. Trade-only shows in foreign markets are more suitable for industrial products, for firms seeking representation or for promoting items of large unit value.



Integrated Marketing

• Exhibitions encompass, assist or reinforce all of 
the 7 P's of the marketing mix 

• Valuable tool in relationship marketing 
• The synergistic effect

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very few companies understand how exhibitions fit into their overall corporate sales and marketing objectives, which is why ad hoc decisions are taken to participate in a trade show, funded from the petty cash. Most exhibitors have never even considered exhibiting as a way to effectively achieve annual marketing objectives. Exhibitions encompass, assist or reinforce all of the 4 P's of the marketing mix; product, price, place and promotion. The direct communications that take place at an exhibition are the most valuable tool in relationship marketing.Successful exhibiting incorporates other marketing medias like print, advertising, direct mail, PR, corporate communications and the Internet. This is known as the synergistic effect, where the combined efforts of all marketing tools, produce better results than used individually.When exhibitions are integrated into the annual marketing mix, far better results are achieved.Exhibitions, like advertising, direct mail, PR and direct selling, are a strategic weapon in your sales and marketing armoury. They should be used as part of an overall marketing strategy, not in isolation. Only when you have established broad-based objectives should you consider the role exhibitions can play in achieving them.



Trade Shows

Target 
Market 

Trade fair type Product 
differentiation 

Supply 
side 

Demand 
side 

World Global/international Global product problem 
solutions 

Global Global 

Europe + Global/international European products/ 
problem solutions 

 Europe     

National National Differentiated country 
products/specific to 
problem solutions for 
the national market 

Europe     National 

Regional Regional Differentiated national 
products/specific 
problem solutions for 
the regional/national 
market 

National    National    

*Europe is used as an example but the typology applies to other world regions such as North America, 
South East Asia, Latin America.  Source: Adapted from AUMA  1991. pp. 71-72). 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trade fairs can be classifies as global, national or regional (see Table )Trade shows in a country attract:Overseas exhibitorsOverseas visitors



Forms

• Open to the public

• Trade only
• general trade display: (horizontal)
• specialised trade display (vertical)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trade shows take a number of forms. They can be open to the public or for the trade only or a combination of trade-only days followed by one or two public days at the end. Shows open to the public are useful for Australian consumer goods or products already available in the overseas country or in cases where the specific objective is to reinforce awareness. Trade-only shows in foreign markets are more suitable for industrial products, for firms seeking representation or for promoting items of large unit value.general trade display: (horizontal)specialised trade display (vertical) - usually the products of a single industry, emphasis more on trade than publicOften the major event in the calendar of a particular industry



Advantages

• Affordable
• Important for business to business marketing
• A way of meeting potential purchasers without having to 

make an appointment
• A forum for gathering market intelligence
• An easy way of evaluating competitive offerings
• An easy way of generating sales leads
• A way of evaluating the market over a short period
• Opportunity to demonstrate
• A tool for forecasting market trends
• Provides a neutral location for buyer-seller interaction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Personal one-on-one contact is the ideal method to interact with and gather intelligence about other companies, as well as gain valuable inside information about customers, prospects, suppliers, and partners. Trade shows provide an invaluable opportunity to network and develop relationships with others in your industry and are an extremely cost-effective outlet to showcase your products and services. Shows put you in contact with large numbers of customers and potential clients, whether you participate as a prospector or an exhibitor.It's a time to meet prospective customers, get valuable feedback on your product or service, and close sales. "A trade show enables you to develop trust and rapport with your customers. Also gives you access to a captive audience that's primed to buy. A national survey done by Data & Strategies Group Inc. in Framingham, Mass., showed that closing a sale with an exhibition lead costs an average of $625 and takes 1.3 follow-up calls. Compare that with the average $1,117 cost and 3.7 phone calls needed to close a sale otherwise. The challenges are many--choosing the appropriate show, motivating your customers to attend, setting realistic sales goals, and following up on your leads. Yet, when you do it right, your company can squeeze a month's worth of business into three days, 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
When creating a budget for trade show participation, these categories of costs need to be included.



www.eventseye.com



International Trade Missions

"a trade mission is like a series of blind dates"

• Inward

• Outward

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Trade missions are like a series of blind dates as they are designed to introduce parties who for the most part are unknown to each other. The facilitation is via the mediation of a government or chamber of commerce which acts as a sponsor for the members of the trade mission. Trade missions can be inward or outward. Inward trade missions involve bringing the buyers to the home country, paid for by parties such as the government or a chamber of commerce. The members of the inward mission are then introduced to firms that wish to develop relations with them. Inward missions can also be organised by the government of the foreign country, but paid for by the Australian Government, for example, as part of the country’s aid activities or under the framework of a bilateral agreement between Australia and the other country. Thai Investment Missions to Australia are an example of this form of trade mission. Research by Wilkinson and Brouthers (2000) shows that trade missions are a highly effective vehicle for attracting foreign direct investment.







Forms

• General

• Policy related

• Product category

• Project related

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outward trade missions, however, are the most common and involve Asia–Pacific exporters visiting the international market. These missions can be:General and designed to create an awareness of Australia as a source of supply as with the trade mission to China in 1997. Usually these missions do not contain competing firms.Policy related such as creating an awareness of Australian capability in an area of activity involving government. Usually this form does not contain competitors.Product category and confined to an industry or industry segment such as automotive manufacturing equipment to the US mid-west. This type of mission will often include competitors.Project related and consisting of a range of non-competing firms with the collective capability to undertake the project for which tenders are likely to be called. 



Sponsorship & Leadership

Sponsorship of Mission
• government

• industry association

Leadership
• senior political figure
• senior government official

• leading industry figure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SPONSORSHIP OF MISSIONGovernment – gives credibility and improves access. Appts made by Austrade or Embassy. Industry association – confined to members of the Assoc. credibility less but mission leader often gets VIP appts through Embassy or hosts social functions.LEADERSHIPsenior political figure (more common with general)senior government official (often with vertical – project or policy related)leading industry figure (more common with specialised)



Supplemental Activities

• Technical seminars

• Mini trade displays

• Coincide with trade show participation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SUPPLEMENTAL ACTIVITIES that often occur in parallel to a trade mission include:Technical seminars This form of international promotion is particularly useful when marketing a product or service internationally that embodies a technology new to that market. It involves hiring a venue with audiovisual or screening capability and mounting a seminar designed to attract people interested in the technology being promoted.mini trade displaysCoincide trade mission with trade show participation



Exhibit 1: Exporting Process and Role of Trade Mission 
Export 
Involvement 
Process 

Key Strategic/Tactical 
Questions 

Decision Focus Information 
Acquisition 
Through Trade 
Mission 

Planning 
Exporting 

What export market 
opportunities exist 
What effort is needed to 
meet the challenge 

• Export focus 

• Market set 
selection 

• Market 
involvement 

• Preparation  

Experience of 
others 
Role of mission as 
information source 

New Exporter How should market be 
developed 
What effort is needed to 
access effective 
demand 

• Market entry 

• Evaluation of 
approach and 
opportunities 

Hands-on 
information on 
markets, products, 
competitors 
Personal contacts – 
agents, industry, 
government 
Experience 
exchange with other 
participants 

Expanding 
Exporter 

How to systematically 
expand export 
opportunities 
What effort is needed to 
expand markets and 
market share 

• Expansion 
method of 
commitment 

• Resource 
allocation 

Experience new 
market 
environments 
Evaluation of 
distribution, sales in 
target markets 

Established 
Exporter 

How to integrate 
exporting into overall 
operations 
What effort is needed to 
reduce or control 
internal and external 
inhibitors 

• Integration of 
exporting into 
overall business 
activity 

• Systematic 
opportunity 
scanning and 
pursuit 

Re-evaluation and 
reinforcement of 
opportunities 
Ongoing learning 
and knowledge 
renewal through 
regular contact 

Source: Seringhaus 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TRADE MISSIONS AND INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY Can be useful at all levels from tempted to experienced exporters. - (see Seringhaus Exhibit 1 MIR) 



Advantages
• Acquire information
• Access decision makers at a senior level
• Access planners and regulators
• Greater promotional impact on market being visited
• Generate publicity because of news value of mission
• Create contacts and repeat appointments
• Accelerates firms' market entry
• Educates new exporters to reality of international 

business
• Enhances profile in the target market
• Benefit of shared experiences with other mission 

members
• Has greater promotional impact on the market
• Can cover more ground 
• Efficiencies in time spent in market

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The advantages of a trade mission as a form of international trade promotion are that it facilitates the acquisition of information on the international market, enables access to decision makers at a senior level and puts mission members in contact with planners and regulators.A trade mission also generates publicity for the members’ products/services as the mission has news value, and assists in relationship building because the initial introduction was as a member of the trade mission. In addition, there is the benefit of sharing experiences with other mission members which leads to synergy (resulting in a deeper investigation of the market) and the production of a trade mission report which assists future credibility in the market. Because the trade mission is mobile it can cover more ground by visiting regional areas. It is better than many other forms of international trade promotion which are anchored in one place. There are also efficiencies in the amount of time spent in the international market due to the organisation of appointments, transport and hospitality in advance of the mission’s arrival. Disadvantages relate to the possible existence of competitors on the mission, the long planning time required, the fact that participation is generally by invitation only and that fewer contacts can be made than at trade displays.



Disadvantages

• Competitors often on the mission
• Emphasis is on 'good news' to justify organisers decision
• Long planning lead times required
• Often membership is 'by invitation only'
• Fewer contacts can be made than with trade displays

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DISADVANTAGES of trade missions:Competitors are often included on the mission, particularly if it is horizontal in formEmphasis is on 'good news' to justify organisers decision – may lead to overestimating the benefits gainedLong planning lead times required – to collect participants and organise relevant meetings in countryOften membership is 'by invitation only‘ – cannot easily select a mission to join, and may be left behind by industry rivalsFewer contacts can be made than with trade displays – the number of people you can meet by appointment is less than the number of visitors at a trade show



Push strategies: Personal selling

Sales force activities
• Manage relationships, 

different cultures, 
negotiation

Brochures
• Culturally sensitive, 

well designed

Direct marketing
• Effectiveness

Catalogue marketing

Interactive marketing 
communications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Salesforce activities Selling overseas requires an understanding of the cultural norms. Some strategies to consider include:be preparedslow down the pace of negotiationbe careful of body languagespend time on relationship buildingrecruitment, selection and management criteria will differ from Australia.Brochures – paper or electronicCultural sensitivity is essential in material to be distributed.Format should also be familiar to target group.Direct marketing Need up-to-date database.Internet is becoming an alternative method of direct marketing.Difficulties can occur with mail outs (e.g. size of envelopes).Catalogue marketing According to Albaum and Duerr (2008), the catalogue must be able to close the gap between buyer and seller. To do this it must:create interestattract readersarouse a positive responseimpel actionsupply all the information needed to make a decision.



Issues in international promotions

Country of origin

• Provides customer with a tangible cue for evaluation

• Can either add or detract from the image of the product

• Research finds that ‘owned by’ is becoming as important as 
the country of origin cue of ‘made in’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The country of origin (COO) effect refers to any influence that the country of manufacture (i.e. the international firm’s domestic market/country) has on a consumer’s positive or negative perception of a product.The COO will affect brand image.With globalisation, COO is becoming a more complex issue.Some products are produced in a variety of locations and are being promoted as associated with whichever country has the strongest country of origin image.



Country of Origin

• The country-of-origin effect can be broadly regarded as any 
bias that potential consumers hold, resulting from the country 
of origin of a particular product or service. 

• Useful extrinsic cue 
• C of 0 images as they relate to your own and competitor's 

products 
• Salience in product choice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
INTRODUCTION- C of 0 internationally serves as a useful extrinsic cue and surrogate for difficult to evaluate intrinsic characteristics such as quality and performance- need to understand C of 0 images as they relate to your own and competitor's products in the overseas marketif your C of 0 image is favourable, then this association should be stressed in your promotion in that market and if negative/ then compensated for  



Issues in international promotions (cont.)

Standardisation vs. differentiation

• Need for tailoring promotions to individual overseas 
markets

• There also exists a move towards global promotions
• Necessary to evaluate the extent that products appeal to 

global customers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similar to the topic on product adaptation versus standardisation, international marketers must make an important strategic decision regarding their promotional campaigns in overseas markets. Key issues in making this decision include:the extent to which consumers’ appeal for the product is local or globalif some differentiation is required, how much?do all aspects of the promotional mix require differentiation? If not, which ones and how much differentiation for each? what is the role of the intermediaries in the promotional effort?should the firm adopt a doughnut approach?



Issues in international promotions (cont.)

Consumer vs. B2B promotion internationally

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With consumer promotion, push strategy is often adopted. B2B is most often an interactive process. 



Intermediaries

Types of intermediaries
• Advertising agencies
• Exhibition organisers
• Media buyers
• PR firms
• Market research agencies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are intermediaries available in international markets to assist with many forms of promotion, including advertising, media buying, exhibition organisation and public relations. The intermediary not only knows the local scene and what is culturally acceptable, but also knows how to work with what is available in the overseas market. When engaging a promotional intermediary internationally the Asia–Pacific firm is buying access to a network of contacts as well as the service the intermediary provides.Ad Agencies - local vs internationalShould  all  communications   services  be provided by the full service agency or different services by different suppliers?- what is the norm in the 0/S country vs what the global agency might suggestSelection criteria - marketing coverage, quality of coverage, other services, coordination ability, size relationshipEXHIBITION ORGANISERS: companies that conceive, create, develop, manage, market, sponsor, supply or service trade exhibitions and consumer events.  (eg Reed Exhibitions - international  exhibitors  add  to  their credibility- can facilitate not only your participation but also your associated promotionMEDIA BUYERS:- a specialist advertising roleP R FIRMS:- assist you to position prod/service in the 0/S marketMARKET RESEARCH AGENCIES:- usually employed to conduct primary research 0/S



Next week

Lecture: Contemporary issues in international marketing

Readings:
• Chapter 18 Fletcher & Crawford 2013
• See Interact Module
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